EVEN WITH INSURANCE,
REPLACING A STOLEN VEHICLE
CAN RESULT IN SUBSTANTIAL
OUT-OF-POCKET COSTS!
Most stolen vehicles are either never recovered,
or recovered with extensive and costly damages.
If your vehicle is stolen, would you have enough left
to purchase or lease another vehicle after paying
your auto insurance deductible, rental vehicle fees,
and other out-of-pocket expenses?
With Theft Deterrent coverage from EDS, you
can protect your investment AND get down
payment assistance should your vehicle be
stolen and declared a total loss!
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TOTAL LOSS DUE TO THEFT
DEALER SERVICES

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
DOWN PAYMENT ASSISTANCE
In the event your vehicle is declared
a total loss as the result of theft,
you’ll be eligible for a Dealer
Replacement Benefit of $2,500
or $5,000 – depending on the plan
you select!
ADDITIONAL COVERAGE DETAILS
Benefit is paid over and above any
additional reimbursements you may
receive (such as a primary insurance
settlement, GAP coverage, etc).
This is a general outline of coverage for marketing purposes
only and does not constitute your contract. Coverage may not
be available in all states, please see contract for all details.
Restrictions & limitations may apply.

DOWN-PAYMENT ASSISTANCE
TERMS UP TO 60 MONTHS

THEFT DETERRENT PROTECTION PLANS
FROM EDS PROVIDE REAL FINANCIAL
HELP WHEN YOU NEED IT MOST!
Plan for the unexpected with Theft Protection from
EDS! With our theft deterrent system, tamper-resistant
labels with traceable security codes are permanently
installed on various parts of the vehicle and recorded
in our system, along with vehicle/owner details.
Regardless of whether stickers are removed, codes
remain – invisible to the naked eye but visible under a
UV light. When law enforcement calls the number listed
on our deterrent stickers, we can help identify
the vehicle/vehicle owner. Anti-theft warning decals
are also affixed to windows, which prominently
display that your vehicle is protected by AutoShield.
Together, the system is proven to protect vehicles from
professional thieves.

